WHAT IS THE VA MOBILE HEALTH PROVIDER PROGRAM?

Developing VA app for provider

WHAT DOES THE VA MOBILE HEALTH PROVIDER PROGRAM IMPROVE PATIENT CARE?

Convenient access to real-time clinical information

Easy access to medical tools at work, home or on-the-go

Notifications to patients and providers

Mobility of patient information throughout the medical center

WHAT TYPES OF VA PROVIDERS ARE USING MOBILE DEVICES?
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CLINICAL IMPACT

HOW ARE VA PROVIDERS USING THEIR DEVICES?

"With mobile devices, I'm able to answer questions about medications right at the bedside."

- Dr. Shaman Singh

"I can now instantly place real-time orders directly to the lab and pharmacy."

- Dr. Sarah Niles

"I work in women's health and patients love seeing a visual of their condition; this is a great tool."

- Dr. Leslee Davis

WHAT VA MEDICAL FACILITIES RECEIVED MOBILE DEVICES?

7,000+ Health care member teams have received mobile devices across the country

92% of VA providers are glad VA is providing new and innovative tools to enhance their ability to perform their jobs

18 VA medical facilities that received mobile devices in 2014

25,000+ Expansion over the next year to VA providers


WATCH & LEARN MORE

Mobile Health Provider Program Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32fmNnppgqs&list=UUaW28mX6gCpTuWYJyPfWd-Q

VA Mobile: 
https://mobile.va.gov
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